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Theranostic (anagram: canister shot!) - Definition

• Two words: blend of therapeutics and diagnostics

• Meaning: therapy driven by a form of diagnostic testing

• Pubmed: "theranostic(s)": first hit in 2002. Seventeen years later: 4848 hits

Hype ?

Or therapeutic

breakthrough?...

guided by entirely new tissue-

agnostic tools?

Hype cycle (adapted from Gartner)

My proposal: a 

scandalously short 

introduction to the history

of the eligibility of patients 

to specific treatments in 

relation with pathological

anatomy.



"No one size fits all": birth of the "benefit/risk" concept

• The 1844 controversy: due to the 

very high surgical risk,  Cruveilhier 

proposes to exclude from surgery

patients with breast tumors

presenting with clinical signs of 

benignity (later called

fibroadenomas). His recommendation

was based on the fact that these

tumors never become malignant.

• Jean Cruveilhier (1791-1874): First 

Chairholder in Pathological Anatomy

- Paris (1836) (chair supported by a 

bequest of Dupuytren)

• In the XIXth century surgery was considered as the sole method to 

cure any type of tumor. However "purulence" produced a huge death

toll.
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Evolution produces fossils: The selective constraint of the "benefit/risk" balance has 
lead over time to the elimination of a huge number of anti-cancer therapies

1844 1930

Benefit-risk balance

No survivor among these

anticancer drugs



Cornil, Thiersch, Bard: the tumor histotype reveals a 
genealogy, i.e. it is the descent of a normal parental tissue

• In the 1860s, Cornil and several
european Colleagues put forward
the concept that the 
cytoarchitectural patterns observed
on a tissue section offer a 
genealogical map of a given
tumor. The Virchowian concept of 
« omnis cellula e cellula » is
replaced by « omnis cellula e cellula
ejusdem natura ». 

• The concept of genealogy has a 
deep significance: malignant tumors
are able to maintain structural and 
functional characteristics of their
parental normal tissues. 

• The exploitation of this concept 
identifies new vulnerabilites (called
now druggabilities or 
actionabilities) and threfore leads 
to the eligibility of some patients to 
emerging treatments.



Genealogy and imprinted vulnerability

• "No one size fits all" (again): At the turn of the twentieth

century, X-rays therapy was considered as an alternative to 

surgery for any kind of tumor. Based on the benefit/risk

balance, this overoptimistic view was quickly dismissed…

• In 1907, Beclere demonstrates the 

extraordinary vulnerability of 

gonadal seminomas (first described

by Chevassu) to x-ray: it was a 

clear demonstration that a 

vulnerability of a given normal cell

type (germinal cells) is imprinted in 

its tumorous descent.

First demonstration that the eligibility of a given tumor type to a specific

treatment is imprinted in its histotype. 



Historical examples showing that an imprinted quality can be translated into a 
vulnerability

Tumor

histotype

Parental tissue Imprinted quality first Creation of a 

vulnerability

Discovery

HR+breast

adenoK

Glandular breast

epithelium

Hormonal 

dependence

Castration (Beatson

1896)

serendipity

Gonadal

seminomas

Germinal cells sensitivity to X-

rays

Béclère 1907 serendipity

Lymphomas/le

ukemias

Lymphoid cells sensitivity of bm

and lc to nitrogens

mustards

Gilman and 

goodman 1946 

(alkylating agents)

serendipity

Choriocarcino

mas

Trophoblastic

cells

Folic acid

dependence

methotrexate

Li and hertz  1958

serendipity

Differentiated

thyroid

carcinoma

thyrocytes Iodine metabolism

Differentiated

function

Radioactive iodine

cytotoxicity 1940

On purpose: 

Targeted

therapy

lymphocytic

leukemia

CD20+/ 

follicular

lymphoma

Precursor B cell Immunohistochem

ical differentiated

function

Reff et al. 1994

(immunochemothera

py)

On purpose: 

Targeted

therapy



Beyond the genealogy, a tumor encapsulates an evolutionary process, a "Descent
with modifications": this darwinian quote is translated into an oncophylogenetic

tree

The concept of 

oncophylogenetic

tree. 

Presentation at 

the AACR 

meeting Chicago 

april 8, 1960 by 

Theodore 

Hauschka

Does a phylogenetic approach that evaluate the 

chromosomal/mutational burden pave the way for a new cancer 

nosology not subordinated to the pathologist's approach? Examples: 

bRAFomes, ALKomes, NTRKomes?



Frequency of potentially actionable(druggable) driver mutations in 
relation with an organ-specific (organotypic) classification of tumors: 

examples of bRAF and NTRK fusion

Organotypic

classification

bRAF

mutation (%)

Skin cancer #3%

Thyroid cancer #30%

Lung cancer #3%

Colon cancer #10-20%

Organotypic

classification

NTRK fusion (%)

Breast cancer <5%

Head and neck 

cancer

<5%

Soft tissue 

tumors (children)

#25%

An organotypic classification of tumors is

disconnected from the mutational status

of tumors. Tumors are organtype-

agnostic, blender-dependent…



Frequency of potentially actionable(druggable) driver mutations in relation with a 
tissue-specific (histotypic) classification of tumors: bRAF mutation

Organotypic

classification

bRAF

mutat

ion %

Histotype bRAF

mutat

ion

actionability

Skin cancer #3% Melanoma #50% Y

Basal cell carcinoma 0

Source Weber 

et al. 2003

Squamous cell carcinoma <3% No

Thyroid cancer #30% Papillary carcinoma

(conventional type)

#46% Not used in 

practice

Papillary carcinoma Warthin

like

#75% Not used in practice

Trovisco et al 

2005

Follicular carcinoma 0

Lung #3% Adenocarcinoma #5% Moderate #40%

Squamous cell carcinoma #0,3%

Colon cancer 10-

20%

bRAF mutant adenoK

(serrated pathway)

100% Poor- Not used in 

practice



Frequency of potentially actionable(druggable) driver mutations in 
relation with an histotypic classification of tumors: NTRK fusion

Organotypic

classification

NTRK Histotype NTRK actionability

Breast cancer <5% Secretory breast carcinoma >90% Y

Head and neck 

cancer

<5% Mammary analog secretory

carcinoma

>90% Y

Soft tissue 

tumors

(children)

#25% Infantile fibrosarcoma >90% Y

• The mutational/chromosomal pattern that contributes to the phylogenetic

portrayal of tumors is the underpainting of the histopathological picture that

can be found across several organs.

• The genotype serves to segregate sub-categories of the histotype with

specific clinico-pathological features.

• The histotype encapsulates the relative efficacy of a targeted therapy

(compare bRAF mutation in melanoma and in bRAF positive colon 

adenocarcinomas)

Conclusion



"Nothing in medical history makes sense except in 
the light of evolution" (adapted from Dobzhanski)

• The eligibility of patients to a given therapy (theranostic) is

deeply rooted in the histopathological portrayal of tumors. 

The genotypic portray is the underpainting*

• This brief historical narration of the "theranostic" depicts a 

typical evolutionary process based on 1) the 

diversification of therapeutic tools over time and 2)  

evolutionary constraints starting with the "benefit/risk" 

concept followed by the exploitation of vulnerabilities

encapsulated in the "descent with modifications" concept of 

tumors

* see for example Coudray et al. Nature Med. 2018, 24, 1559


